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This suggests that control of the expression levels of each protein likely represents the most basic form of
regulation to alter mitochondrial dynamics in mammalian tissues. Fusion was identified when two
mitochondria rotated around one another for a couple of frames They never resolved into one during this time.
These resulting changes indicate that inner mitochondrial membrane structure is linked with regulatory
pathways in influencing cell life and death. Here, we present the first time-lapse images showing actual fission
and fusion events in Dictyostelium cells. They use a genetic approach and start with mutant strains of a model
organism that have defects in mitochondrial fusion. These facts suggest that the genes, proteins, and
mechanisms controlling plant mitochondrial dynamics, while exhibiting some similarities to yeast, are
predominantly distinct. Your browser does not support the video tag. Fission was identified when one
organelle became two if, prior to this, no out-of-focus mitochondria had been visible. In reality, mitochondria
are very dynamic organelles, capable of changing size and shape in a matter of seconds Bereiter-Hahn and
Voth ; see Movie 1. Although homozygous mutant mice died because of placental defects, cultured cells from
these animals did indeed show fragmented mitochondria Chen et al. Introduction In addition to their classic
role as generators of ATP, mitochondria are central to several vital cellular functions. These two proteins are
mitofusin contained within humans that can alter the morphology of affected mitochondria in over-expressed
conditions. These results suggested that CluA is necessary to maintain the rates of mitochondrial dynamics at
the level found in wild-type cells. Additionally, they undergo short- and long-distance vectorial transport
mediated by association with the cytoskeleton. The arrow points to a mitochondrion that will become
constricted and then divide. CluA is necessary for maintaining rates of fission and fusion Homologs of the
Dictyostelium protein, CluA, have been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila
melanogaster,, Homo sapiens, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Traditionally, the mitochondrion has been
portrayed as an immobile, oval-shaped body. In the present chapter we discuss the mechanisms behind
mitochondrial fission and fusion, and discuss the implications of changes in organelle morphology during the
life of a cell. They found tissue-specific roles for mitochondrial fusion in the cerebellum and skeletal muscle.
However, mitochondrial fission and fusion is observed continuously in many non-dividing cells, indicating
that it must be necessary for other functions. The large clusters of mitochondria green are clearly evident in the
mutant, interspersed between the autofluorescing chloroplasts red from Scott and Logan  The arrow points to a
fission event, the arrowhead indicates a fusion event, and the concave arrow indicates a hotspot that undergoes
first fusion and then fission. Plant Physiology  The wild-type morphology of the plant chondriome all
mitochondria in a cell, collectively is considerably different to the yeast chondriome, as are the mechanisms
controlling mitochondrial inheritance. Otherwise, a hopeless jumble of structures would result from the
random fusion of any two nearby membrane-enclosed organelles. For example, studies into plant cell death
and apoptosis a morphologically-distinct type of programmed cell death occurring in yeast and animals, see
Web Essay  CluA was chosen because deletion of this protein induces a clustered mitochondrial morphology
comparable to a fission defect in yeast cells [ 26 , 27 ]. Cox, R. These single plane images were acquired every
5 seconds with a 0. Rapid fission and fusion of the mitochondria in cultured fibroblasts has been shown to
promote the redistribution of mitochondrial green fluorescent protein GFP from one mitochondrion to all of
the other mitochondria. Full size image MidA is not involved in mitochondrial fission or fusion There are
numerous proteins, based on function or homology, which may play a role in mitochondrial fission or fusion.
All membrane fusion events in the cell are tightly regulated by protein mediators. The publisher's final edited
version of this article is available at Essays Biochem See other articles in PMC that cite the published article.
Cells lacking this protein are subject to severe cellular defects such as poor cell growth, heterogeneity of
mitochondrial membrane potential and decreased cellular respiration. Nevertheless, identification of
plant-specific components will also inform research on metazoan species. Live single plane image of cluA-
cells demonstrates a clustered morphology. Wilcoxon rank-sum nonparametric t-tests were conducted for
statistical comparisons of fission and fusion within and among strains; p-values less than 0. Cells with reduced
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mitochondrial fusion show a subpopulation of mitochondria that lack mtDNA nucleoids. Biochemical Society
Transactions â€” Sheahan, M. In the lower eukaryotes, for instance Dictyostelium discoideum, mitochondrial
fission and fusion have been implicated but not yet established.


